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*** FIRST MODIFICATION *** 

3.1 Data related to subscription, identification and numbering 

3.1.1 Private User Identity 

The Private User Identity is in the form of a Network Access Identifier (NAI), which is defined in RFC 2486 [48]. 

The Private User Identity is permanent subscriber data and is stored in HSS and in S-CSCF. 

3.1.2 Public User Identities 

The Public User Identities contain one or several instances of Public User Identity, which is defined in 3GPP TS 23.003 
[5]. 

The Public User Identities are permanent subscriber data and are stored in HSS and in S-CSCF. 

3.1.3 Barring indication 

Flag associated to each public identity to indicate that the identity is barred from any IMS communication (except 
registrations and re-registrations). 

The Barring indication is permanent subscriber data and is stored in the HSS and in the S-CSCF. 

3.1.4 List of authorized visited network identifiers 

The list of authorized visited network identifiers is associated with the public user identity of IMS subscribers to 
indicate which visited network identifiers are allowed for roaming. 

The list of visited network identifiers is permanent subscriber data and is stored in the HSS. This list can be a linear list 
of visited network identifiers or a compound list of network identifier types e.g. home PLMN or home country; 
however the exact structure of the list is an implementation option. 

3.1.5 Services related to unregistered state 

The Services related to unregistered state is a parameter associated to each public identity and it indicates whether the 
identity has services related to unregistered state or not. 

The Services related to unregistered state is permanent subscriber data stored in the HSS. 

 

*** SECOND MODIFICATION *** 
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5.3 IP Multimedia Service Data Storage 

Table 5.3: Overview of data used for IP Multimedia services 

PARAMETER Subclause HSS S-CSCF IM-SSF AS TYPE 
Private User Identity 3.1.1 M M  - P 
Public Identity 3.1.2 M M  - P 
Barring Indication 3.1.3 M M  - P 
List of authorized visited network identifiers 3.1.4 M -  - P 
Services related to unregistered state 3.1.5 M -  - P 
Registration Status 3.2.1 M -  - T 
S-CSCF Name 3.2.2 M -  - T 
Diameter Client Address of S-CSCF 3.2.3 M -  - T 
Diameter Server Address of HSS 3.2.3 - M  - T 
RAND, XRES, CK, IK and AUTN 3.3.1 M C  - T 
Server Capabilities 3.4.1 C C  - P 
Subscribed Media Profile Identifier 3.5.1 C C  - P 
Initial Filter Criteria 3.5.2 C C  - P 
Service Indication 3.5.4 M -  M P 
GsmSCF address for IM CSI 3.8.4 C -  - P 
IM-SSF address for IM CSI 3.8.5  C  -         - T 
O-IM-CSI 3.8.1 C - C - P 
VT-IM-CSI 3.8.2 C - C - P 
D-IM-CSI 3.8.3 C - C - P 
 

 

*** END OF MODIFICATION *** 
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**** First Modified Section **** 

3 Definitions and abbreviations 

3.1 Definitions 
initiating subscriber: mobile subscriber who modifies the Follow Me data of the remote party. 

initiating number: number (the MSISDN of the initiating subscriber) to which incoming calls, originally destined for 
the remote party, shall be forwarded. It is subsequently also referred to as MSISDNA. 

remote party: is characterised by the remote number which is defined in the numbering plan of a PLMN operator. The 
Follow Me feature enables the initiating subscriber to modify the Follow Me data of the remote party. In particular 
cases the remote party is a GSM subscriber of the PLMN and the remote number denotes her basic MSISDN. 

Previously registered subscriber: Is the initiating service subscriber who has registered Follow Me with respect to a 
remote party. Her Registration can be erased by herself or by an FM service supervisor via forced erasure procedure. 

FM service supervisor: is an initiating subscriber who is allowed to modify the Follow Me data of a remote party who 
has been registered to a previously registered another initiating subscriber for the Follow Me application. The FM 
service supervisor shall be authorised by her network operator. 

remote number: is a number in E.164 format which identifies a remote party. In general this number is not assigned to 
a subscriber and can be regarded as a "dummy MSISDN". In particular cases the remote party is a GSM subscriber of 
the PLMN and the remote number denotes her basic MSISDN. The remote number is entered by the initiating 
subscriber for registration, interrogation, forced erasure and erasure of the Follow Me feature with respect to the remote 
party. 

Follow Me function node: is a network node in the PLMN operator of the remote party. The FM data of the remote 
party are stored in this node. This node can be implemented in: 

- an HLR; 

- any other operator specific network node e.g.: 

- a gsmSCF; 

- an SCP. 

 

**** Next Modified Section **** 

4.1.3 Erasure 

If an initiating subscriber A or the FM service supervisor successfully erases FM with respect to a remote party B then 
FM becomes not registered and not active for remote party B. 

For forced erasure by the FM service supervisor the previously registered subscriber shall be informed of the successful 
forced erasure via a network initiated USSD Notify message with appropriate contents. This message is sent by the 
FFN. 

If remote party B is a GSM subscriber and successfully erases FM then FM becomes not registered and not active for 
remote party B. 
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4.1.4 Interrogation 

If an initiating subscriber A or the FM service supervisor successfully interrogates FM with respect to a remote party B 
then this procedure interrogates the FM data of subscriber B. 

If remote party B is a GSM subscriber and successfully interrogates FM then this procedure interrogates her own FM 
data. 

4.2 Information Flows 

4.2.1 Information Flow for the handling of FM by the initiating subscriber 

Figure 4.1 shows the Information Flow for the control of FM (registration, erasure, forced erasure and interrogation) by 
the initiating subscriber. 

For any control operation on FM, the initiating subscriber (MSa) enters a Follow Me Request (FM-Request).  This is a 
USSD string containing the requested FM operation and the remote number. The Follow Me Request is routed via  the 
MSC/VLR to the HLR of the initiating subscriber (HLRa). 

The HLRa performs a series of checks as described in the SDLs (subclause 4.30). If these checks fail, the MSa receives 
a response (FM-Response) indicating the error. 

If the checks pass, the HLRa forwards the operation request (HLR-FM-Request) to the FFN of the remote party (FFNb). 

FFNb carries out the appropriate control operation and checks as described in the SDLs (subclause 4.30) for the remote 
party. 

The result of this operation (success or error) is reported back in a USSD Response to the initiating subscriber.  

For successful forced erasure by a service supervisor, the FFN shall send a Network Initiated USSD notify message 
with the corresponding USSD string to the HLR of the previously registered subscriber who had registered the Follow 
Me data. The HLR shall forward the USSD notify to VLR which will relay the USSD Notify towards the MS. 

Upon receipt of the USSD Notify, the MS shall respond by sending a FACILITY message with empty return result 
component. 
 
An error response with corresponding reason can be returned from any entity, when error happens at the entity [8]. 
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 Figure 4.1: Information flow for the control of FM by the initiating subscriber or service supervisor 
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NOTE 1: OR1:N: The case where the checks in the HLR result in a negative outcome, e.g. FM is not 
 provisioned for the initiating subscriber or the initiating subscriber is not allowed to 
operate  FM for the remote party. 

 OR1:Y: The case where all the checks in the HLR are successful, e.g. FM is provisioned for the 
 initiating subscriber and the initiating subscriber is allowed to operate FM for the remote 
 party. 

NOTE 2: [...] Optional parameter. 

 (...)] Conditional parameter. 

 OC Operation Code (Register, Erase or Interrogate). 

 SC Service Code for FM. 

 RN Remote Number. 

 SI Supervisor Indicator. This parameter is conditional and only used for forced erasure by a 
FM service supervisor. 

 PIM MSISDN of previous initiatingpreviously registered subscriber who has registered the FM 
to remote number. This  parameter is conditional and only used for forced erasure by a 
FM service supervisor. 

 AI Supplementary Information containing additional information. 

 MSISDN-A initiating number in international format. It is not a part of the USSD string, but is sent 
from HLRa to the FFNb together with the HLR-FM-Request within the MAP operation. 
For forced erasure, the MSISDN-A corresponds to the supervisor’s MSISDN and will be 
part of the USSD-notify. 

 MSp MS of previously registered service subscriber. 

 HLRp HLR of the previously registered service subscriber. 

4.2.2 Information Flow for the handling of FM by the remote party 

Control of FM by the remote party is possible if the remote party is a GSM subscriber. 

The information flow for control of FM by the remote party (erasure and interrogation of her own FM data) is the same 
as the information flow for control of FM by the initiating subscriber. 

If a remote party tries to register FM to herself the registration is rejected and an error is reported. 

4.3 Handling of FM control in HLRa and FFNb 
HLRa and FFNb can both receive FM control messages, based on USSD. The USSD handler in each entity analyses the 
Service Code contained in the USSD string and, recognising the Service Code for FM, invokes the FM USSD 
application.  

The FM control messages and their contents are given in Annex B (normative).  

4.3.1 Handling of FM control in HLRa 

The FM USSD application in HLRa is the process FM_initiating_subscriber_handling_in_HLR (figure 4.2). It 
receives the FM-Request from the initiating subscriber. This FM-Request is an USSD-string containing: 

- the operation code (register, erase, interrogate); 

- the remote number; 

- an additional operator specific information field. 
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The HLR checks: 

- the provisioning of FM to the initiating subscriber; 

- whether the FFN can be deduced from the remote number; 

- whether any operator specific restrictions to engage in FM activity with the remote party apply; 

- if the initiating subscriber requires forced erasure, the HLR checks Whether the initiating subscriber is entitled to 
do it, i.e. Whether the initiating subscriber is a FM service supervisor. 

The basic MSISDN of the initiating subscriber is sent together with the original USSD string to the FFN of the remote 
party. 

The HLR forwards the response from the FFN to the initiating subscriber. 

For successful forced erasure by a service supervisor, the HLR of the previously registered subscriber (HLRp) shall 
relay the USSD Notify to the VLR when the USSD Notify from the FFN is received. The VLR will then forward the 
USSD Notify towards the MS of the previously registered service subscriber.   

On receipt of an USSD response from the MS of the previously registered subscriber, the HLRp shall relay it to the 
FFN. 
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A process in the HLR to handle
an FM-Request from an initiating 
subscriber.

Process FM_Initiating_Subscriber_Handling_in_HLR 1(1)

Signals to/from the left
are to/ftom the VLR of the
initiating subscriber;
Signals to/from the right
are to/from the FFN

Idle

FM-Request
(Operation,
 Remote_Number,
 Additional_Info)

HLR receives USSD
string from initiating
subscriber 

FM
provisioned?

check i f initiating
subscriber is FM
provisioned

Error :=
FM not subscribed

FM-Response
(Error)

Idle

Remote_Number
known?

check i f address of FFN
can be deduced from
Remote_Number

Error :=
unknown Remote

Party
Supervisor
Indicator
present?

Forced
Erasure
al lowed?

Check iif the forced erasure 
is allowed to the initiating
subscriber.

FM allowed with
remote_number?

check operator specific 
restrictions  on initiating 
subscriber to engage 
Remote Party in FM activi ty

Error :=
unauthorised

request HLR-FM-Request :=
FM-Request

+ ini tial MSISDN

Basic MSISDN of initiating
subscriber is sent to the FFNb
together with the FM-Request 
within the MAP operation.

HLR-FM-Request
(Operation,
 Remote_Number,
 Additional_Info,
 Initial_MSISDN)

wai_ for_answer_
from_FFN

HLR-FM-Response
(Result)
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(Result)

Idle
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yes

no

yes

yes

yes

no 

yes

no

no

 

Figure 4.2: Process: FM_Initiating_Subscriber_Handling_in_HLR 
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Process in HLRp to handle 
the forced erasure notification
sent from the FFN

Process Notification_for_previously_registered_subscriber_in_HLRp 1(1)

Signals to/from the left
are to/ftom the VLR of the
initiating subscriber;
Signals to/From the right
are to/from the FFN

Idle

from the FFN
process FFN_Forced
Erasure_NotifyUSSD-Notify

(OC,SC,FN,SI,
MSISDN-A,AI)

Errors can orrucr 
in HLRp when 
handling 
USSD-Notify

any error 
occurred?

USSD-Notify
(OC,SC,FN,SI,
MSISDN-A,AI)

send to VLR

wait for USSD-
Notify-

Response

Response 
from VLR

USSD-Notify-
Response()/
(error)

send to the FFN
process FFN_
Forced_Erasure_
Notify

USSD-Notify-
Response(error)

USSD-Notify-
Response()/(error)

Idle

no

yes

 

Figure 4.2a: Process Notification_for_previously_registered_subscriber_in_HLRp 

 

4.3.2 Handling of FM control in FFNb 

If the FFN is an HLR, the FFN is responsible for handling the interactions between FM and CFU. Two kinds of request 
may be received in an FFN which deals with forwarding services: 

- CFU requests sent by the VLR for CFU operations (only if the FFN is a HLR); 

- FM-HLR-Requests which are USSD strings sent by HLRa for FM operations. 

When the control process in the FFN receives a CFU request, it shall either pass the CFU operation request directly to a 
CFU process or reject it depending on the registration and/or activation states of both FM and CFU services (see Table 
A.1 for permission checks). 

On receipt of an HLR-FM request, the control process in the FFN performs a series of FM specific checks and checks 
the states of both FM and CFU. If the checks are successful, a CFU operation request is sent to a CFU process. On 
receipt of an HLR-FM-Request from HLRa, the FFN performs a series of checks. e.g.: 

- if the remote party is a GSM subscriber: 

- provisioning of FM to the remote party; 

- provisioning of CFU to the remote party; 
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- illegal interaction with CFU registered or active to remote party. 

- if the remote number is registered in the FFN; 

- if any operator specific restrictions to engage in FM activity with the initiating subscriber apply; 

- specific checks for forced erasure. 

Depending on the requested operation, one of the following procedures is performed: 

- registration with implicit Activation (procedure Handle_Remote_Party_Registration, figure 4.6); 

- erasure with implicit Deactivation (procedure Handle_Remote_Party_Erasure, figure 4.7); 

- interrogation (procedure Handle_Remote_Party_Interrogation, figure 4.8). 

For successful forced erasure by a service supervisor, the FFN shall generate an USSD-Notify message and send it to 
the HLRp, which will relay the USSD Notify towards the MS of the previously registered subscriber (MSp). On receipt 
of an error response that the USSD Notify message could not be transferred to the MS, the FFN shall check the error 
code of the response. Depending on the error types and the specific implementation the process shall decide to resend 
the USSD message after a predefined time. 
 
For the resend procedure the process shall start a timer. On timer expiry it shall send the message again. The FFN shall 
repeat the messages up to 5 times. 
 
The length of the timer is defined by operator and has the value in the range of 1 – 10 minutes.  

 

Figure 4.3 shows the message flow between the process Forwarding_Service_Control and the processes handling CFU 
operation requests, defined in [9]. 

Block FFN_Processes 1(1)

process_
forwarding_
Service_
control

Process defined in 03.94

process_CFU_
handling

Processes defined 
in 03.82: CFU1, 
CFU2, CFU3 or 
CFU4 

this is applicable 
if the FFN is a HLR

from/to
HLRa

FM-HLR-Request

FM-HLR-Response

CFU operation request

acknowledge 

from/to 
VLR

CFU-Request

CFU acknowledge

 

Figure 4.3: FFN_processes 
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This process describes 
the case where the FFN is a
HLR. Camel or IN solution 
should have the similar 
behavior.

Process Forwarding_Service_Control 1(2)

Signals to/from the right are 
to/from the appropriate CFU
process. Signals to/from the 
left are to/from the VLR 
unless otherwise stated.

 Idle

HLR-FM-
Request (Reg,
erase, interr.,
forced erasure)

it's from the HLR of 
the initiating subscriber.

FM_remote_party_
handling_in_FFN

Idle

Register CFU

FM provisioned?

FM registered
& active?

 CFU operation
 request

it should contain the appropiate 
message, e.g. "register CFU" etc. 

wait_for_response

acknowledge

acknowledge

if i t's an FM-Request, 
the message is to the VLR
of the initiating subscriber.

Idle

Result := 
Conflicting 

situation
with other SS

activate CFU erase CFU
deactivate
CFU

interrogate
CFU

yes

no

yes

no

 

4.4 Process Forwarding_Service_Control 
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This process describes the case
where the FFN is an HLR. 
IN solutions should have 
similar behaviour.

Procedure FM_Remote_Party_Handling_in_FFN 1(1)

signals  to/from the left are
to/from the HLR of the
initiating subscriber

FM provisioned
to remote party?

CFU prov isioned 
to remote party?

Result :=
FM not 

subscribed

HLR-FM-
Response
(Result)

remote_number
handled here?

Result :=
unknown remote

party

FM allowed with
Initial_MSISDN? check operator specific

restrictions on remote party
to be engageed in FM activity
with initiating subscriberResult :=

remote party
authorisation

fai led
Operation =

Register FM?

Operation =
Erase FM?

handle_Remote_
party_

Interrogation

handle_Remote_
Party_Erasure

handle_Remote_
Party_

Registration

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

no

yes

yes

no

 

Figure 4.5: Procedure: FM_Remote_Party_Handling_in_FFN 

 

 

**** Next Modified Section **** 
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This process describes the case
where the FFN is an HLR. 
IN solutions should have 
similar behaviour.

Procedure Handle_Remote_Party_Erasure 1(1)

signals  to/from the left are
to/from the HLR of the
initiating subscriber
signals  to/from the right are
to/from the CFU process as
indicated.

FM registered
to remote party?

Result := FM
not registered to

remote party

HLR-FM-
Response
(Result)

Supervisor Indicator
present?

Is remote
party registered to
given MSISDN?

if yes, then FM service 
supervisor 
performs  FM erasure

Result := Remote
party not registered

to this MSISDN

Erase_FM_for_
Remote_party

result = pass?

FM states := 
not registered
& not ac tive

Result :=
FM successful
deregistered

Result := corresponding
unsuccessful
outcome code

remote
party registered to 

init_MSISDN

initiating_MSISDN
= remote_number

if yes, remote party 
erases her own
FM data

result := Remote
party not

registered to this
MSISDN

no

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

no

no

no

no

yes

yes
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This procedure describes the case 
where the FFN is an HLR. 
IN Solutions should have 
similar behaviour,

Procedure handle_Remote_Party_Erasure 1(1)

signals to/from the left are
to/from the HLR of the
initiating subscriber
signals to/from the right are
to/from the CFU process as
indicated

NotificationRequired
:= FALSE

FM registered 
to remote party?

Result :=FM
not registered to 

remote party
Supervisor indicator 

present?

If yes, then FM 
service
supervisor
performs FM 
erasure

Is remote
party registered to 

given MSISDN?
remote

party registered to 
init_MSISDN?

If yes, remote 
party erases 
her own FM 
data 

Noti ficationRequired
:= TRUE

Result := Remote
party not registered

to this MSISDN

initiating_MSISDN
= remote_number?

Result := remote
party not 

registered to 
this MSISDN

Erase_FM_for
Remote_party

result = pass?

FM states :=
not registered 

& not active

Result := 
FM successful
deregistered

Result := 
corresponding
unsuccessful
outcome code

HLR-FM-
Response
(Result)

to the FFN process
FFN_Forced_
erasure_Notify

NotificationRequired
= TRUE?

Init-Notify
(OC,SC,FN,SI,
MSISDN-A,AI)

no

yes

yes

no

yes

no

no

yes

no

yes

yes

no

yes

no

 

Figure 4.7: Procedure: Handle_Remote_Party_Erasure 
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**** Next Modified Section **** 

 

This procedure describes 
the case whenre the FFN is 
an HLR. IN solutions should 
have similar behaviour.

Procedure Handle_Remote_Party_Interrogation 1(1)

signals to/from the left are
to/from the HLR of the
initiating subscriber

is FM 
registered?

Resul t :=
FM not registered

to remote party

HLR-FM-
Response
(Result)

Result := FM 
active to MSISDN

The MSISDN digits are sent 
in the USSD response 
separated by a blank 
character from the outcome
code

no

yes

 

Figure 4.8: Procedure Handle_Remote_Party_Interrogation 
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This process describes the
case where the FFN is an 
HLR. Camel or IN solutions
should have the similar 
behavior.

Process FFN_Forced_Erasure_Notify 1(1)

Signals to/from the right
are to/from the process
Forwarding_Service_Control.
Signals to/from the left are 
to/from the HLRp unless 
otherwise stated.

Idle

Init-Noti fy
(OC,SC,FN,SI,
MSISDN-A,AI)

1

NotifyCounter :=1

start the Network
initiated USSD

USSD-Notify
(OC,SC,FN,SI,
MSISDN-A,AI)

wait for 
USSD notify 

Response

USSD-Notify-
response
(result)

USSD-Notify-
response
(error)

should the
USSD-Notify
be resent?

Depending on the 
error types and the 
specific 
implementation the 
process shall decide 
to resend the USSD 
message.

NotifyCounter
<=n (n<=5)

start Timer for
resending Notify

After Timer over, 
the process 
goes on.NotifyCounter

increment by 1

Idle 1

yes

no

yes

no

 

Figure 4.9: Process FFN_Forced_Erasure_Notify 

 

**** Next Modified Section **** 

B.5 Contents and Format of the USSD String of the 
USSD-Notify 

The Contents and the format of the USSD string of the USSD-Notify are described in the following table. 
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Table B.3: Contents of the USSD string of the USSD-Notify for forced de-registration 

Parameter 
number 

Value Parameter 
mandatory  (M), 
optional  (O) or 
conditional (C) 

Comment 

1 OC M Operation Code:  
OC = ## ... for Erasure 
 

2 SC M Service Code for Follow Me. SMG1  Refer to 22.030 
for the Service Code for Follow Me. 

3 * M Delimiter 
4 REMOTE 

NUMBER (forced 
deregistered 

number) 

M remote number 

5 * M Delimiter. 
6 Supervisor 

Indicator 
C Supervisor Indicator = 88. This parameter is 

mandatory used for Forced Erasure by FM Service 
Supervisor (see also parameter number 8). 

7 * M Delimiter 
8 MSISDN C - This parameter is mandatory as MSISDN of 

supervisor who initiated the forced deregistration 
request.  

- This parameter shall not be included if initiated 
by an administrative terminal connected to the 
FFN. 

9 * M Delimiter 
10 Additional 

information field 
O Additional information field  

last # M End of USSD string 
 

Note:  USSD Notification for Forced deregistration done by administrative terminal in general is optional. 
 

B.6 Inter-process Message Init-Notify 
The Init-Notify message is an inter-process message in FFN. It is sent from the process 
Forwarding_ServiceHandle_Remote_Party_Erasure_Control to process FFN_Forced_Erasure_Notify.  
 
This message consists of the parameter USSD String. On receipt of the Init-Notify message, the process 
FFN_Forced_Erasure_Notify will pack the USSD String into the USSD-Notify message and send it to the HLRp. Refer 
to Table B.3 for the contents and format of the USSD String.  
 
This message is only required where the FFN is based on an HLR. If the FFN is based on an IN system it is not 
required. 
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7.7 Information Elements 
A GTP Signalling message may contain several information elements. The TLV (Type, Length, Value) or TV (Type, 
Value) encoding format shall be used for the GTP information elements. The information elements shall be sorted, with 
the Type fields in ascending order, in the signalling messages. The Length field contains the length of the information 
element excluding the Type and Length field. 

For all the length fields, bit 8 of the lowest numbered octet is the most significant bit and bit 1 of the highest numbered 
octet is the least significant bit. 

Within information elements, certain fields may be described as spare. These bits shall be transmitted with the value 
defined for them. To allow for future features, the receiver shall not evaluate these bits. 

The most significant bit in the Type field is set to 0 when the TV format is used and set to 1 for the TLV format. 

Type -> TV format

8 7 6 4 3 2 15

 Bits
 Octets

1 0

Type -> TLV format

8 7 6 4 3 2 15

 Bits
 Octets

1 1

 

Figure 8: Type field for TV and TLV format 

Table 37: Information Elements 

IE Type 
Value 

Format Information Element Reference 

1 TV Cause 7.7.1 
2 TV International Mobile Subscriber Identity 

(IMSI) 
7.7.2 

3 TV Routeing Area Identity (RAI) 7.7.3 
4 TV Temporary Logical Link Identity (TLLI) 7.7.4 
5 TV Packet TMSI (P-TMSI) 7.7.5 

6-7  Spare 
8 TV Reordering Required 7.7.6 
9 TV Authentication Triplet 7.7.7 
10  Spare 
11 TV MAP Cause 7.7.8 
12 TV P-TMSI Signature 7.7.9 
13 TV MS Validated 7.7.10 
14 TV Recovery 7.7.11 
15 TV Selection Mode 7.7.12 
16 TV Tunnel Endpoint Identifier Data I 7.7.13 
17 TV Tunnel Endpoint Identifier Control Plane 7.7.14 
18 TV Tunnel Endpoint Identifier Data II 7.7.15 
19 TV Teardown Ind 7.7.16 
20 TV NSAPI 7.7.17 
21 TV RANAP Cause 7.7.18 
22 TV RAB Context 7.7.19 
23 TV Radio Priority SMS 7.7.20 
24 TV Radio Priority 7.7.21 
25 TV Packet Flow Id 7.7.22 
26 TV Charging Characteristics 7.7.23 
27 TV Trace Reference 7.7.24 
28 TV Trace Type 7.7.25 
29 TV MS Not Reachable Reason 7.7.25A 
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IE Type 
Value 

Format Information Element Reference 

30 TV Radio Priority LCS 7.7.25B 
117-126 Reserved for the GPRS charging protocol (see GTP' in 

3GPP TS 32.215 [18]) 
127 TV Charging ID 7.7.26 
128 TLV End User Address 7.7.27 
129 TLV MM Context 7.7.28 
130 TLV PDP Context 7.7.29 
131 TLV Access Point Name 7.7.30 
132 TLV Protocol Configuration Options 7.7.31 
133 TLV GSN Address 7.7.32 
134 TLV MS International PSTN/ISDN Number 

(MSISDN) 
7.7.33 

135 TLV Quality of Service Profile 7.7.34 
136 TLV Authentication Quintuplet 7.7.35 
137 TLV Traffic Flow Template 7.7.36 
138 TLV Target Identification 7.7.37 
139 TLV UTRAN Transparent Container 7.7.38 
140 TLV RAB Setup Information 7.7.39 
141 TLV Extension Header Type List 7.7.40 
142 TLV Trigger Id 7.7.41 
143 TLV OMC Identity 7.7.42 
144 TLV RAN Transparent Container 7.7.43 
145 TLV PDP Context Prioritization 7.7.45 
146 TLV Additional RAB Setup Information 7.7.45A 
147 TLV SGSN Number 7.7.47 
XXX TLV Common Flags 7.7.48 

239-250 Reserved for the GPRS charging protocol (see GTP' in 3GPP TS 
32.215 [18]) 

251 TLV Charging Gateway Address 7.7.44 
252-254 Reserved for the GPRS charging protocol (see GTP' in 3GPP TS 

32.215 [18]) 
255 TLV Private Extension 7.7.46 

 

7.7.48 Common Flags 

The Common Flags optional information element is used to hold values for multiple bit flags. 

The Prohibit Payload Compression bit field is relevant only for A/Gb mode access and is used to determine whether or 
not an SGSN should attempt to compress the payload of user data when the users asks for it to be compressed. 

     Bits      
 Octets 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1  
 1 Type=XXX (Decimal)  
 2 Length  
 3 Reserved Reserved Reserved Reserved Reserved Reserved Reserved Prohibit 

Payload 
Compression 

 

           
Figure 62a: Common Flags Information Element 
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